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SOME PROPERTIES OF THE CURVE STRAIGHTENING FLOW
IN THE PLANE

ANDERS LINNÉR

Abstract. We will explicitly compute the gradient of the total squared curva-

ture functional on a space of closed curves. An example shows that the flow

along the gradient trajectory may cause curves to develop self-intersections. We

prove the existence of strictly convex curves that momentarily turn nonconvex.

In conclusion we use computer graphics to illustrate how self-intersections come

about.

0. INTRODUCTION

Given a suitable space of closed curves in some Riemannian manifold, it is of

nterest to study various functionals whose critical points include the geodesies,

[n particular the total squared curvature functional F(y) = fyk and the length

functional L(y) = / |/| are examples of such functionals.

In recent years the flow along the negative gradient of F has been labeled

zurve straightening and along the negative "L   gradient" of L curve shortening.

For y : [0,1] -» R2 let v = \y'\ = |^| and consider deformations W = fN

dong the unit normal yV. We have

dv =dv2        I d2y    dy\     =2/d(fN)   0y\

Vdw      dw        \dwdt'dt/R2       \    dt    'dt/R2

= 2^N-fvkT,vT^    =-2fv2k.

riere T is the unit tangent vector and k is the curvature. It follows that

DL(y)W = ^ = -Ji fkvdt = -jfk = (W,-kN)L2.

This computation shows that the flow given by §%¡ = kN can be thought of as

;he negative "L2 gradient" of L.

On the other hand the gradient of an arbitrary smooth functional G on a

Riemannian manifold M is defined by the relation

_ ¿>C7(p) W = (VG(p), W)p .
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606 ANDERS LINNER

Here W e T M and ( , ) is the inner product on T' M. In this paper we

will let the manifold be a space of closed curves in the plane with a specific

Riemannian metric. We then compute VF using this metric.

The two flows, when considered on curves in the plane, will under very general

assumptions carry initial curves to the circle. For instance

* Curve straightening will carry every immersion of the circle of rotation

number one, into the circle in the infinite time limit [1].

* Curve shortening will make convex curves circular asymptotically [2]. Also

simple closed curves with finitely many inflection points flow to the circle [3].

In §1 we will, (following [1] closely), define a Hilbert manifold Qß repre-

senting unit speed and unit length closed curves. The gradient of / k on

this space will then be computed explicitly, and the evolution equations follow

immediately.

§2 will give an explicit example of an embedded curve that develops self-

intersections under curve straightening. For curve shortening embedded curves

stay embedded provided the curvature stays bounded [2].

In §3 we will show the existence of strictly convex curves that momentarily

turn nonconvex under curve straightening. A surprise since symmetric convex

curves remain convex [1]. Convex curves remain convex under curve shortening

[4 and 2].

§4 contains computer graphics illustrating the result of §2.

The author wish to thank David A. Singer and Joel Langer for their relent-

less support and encouragement during the preparation of this paper. He also

wish to thank Leo Schneider at John Carroll University for valuable technical

assistance.

1. Evolution equations

We will from now on restrict our attention to closed, unit speed, unit length

curves y: I —> R where / = [0,1 ]. The centre of gravity will be assumed to

be at the origin, i.e. f, yw = 0. The subscript is to indicate the quantity at flow

time w . No subscript means w = 0 .

A curve y will be represented by its indicatrix 6 : I —► R so that

y  = (x ,y) = (cos 6, sin 6)  .   We use ' to denote derivative with respect

to the arclength parameter throughout the paper.   For F, the total squared

curvature functional, we have

F(y) = jk2 = jd'2 = 2J(6)

where / is the energy functional ( k = ^ ). We will deal with / rather than

F when working with indicatrices.

We let

H={6: I ^ R\ 0(0) = 0, 6 absolutely continuous, o'eL2[0,l]}
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with inner product (8,9)H = (9 ', 6 ')L2 be our ambient Hubert space on which

J makes sense. L [0,1] denotes the set of real valued functions defined on

[0,1] whose square is Lebesgue integrable. The inner product of two such

functions / and g is given by (f,g)L2 = /0' f(s)g(s)ds. The indicatrices

representing closed curves are in

«* = ideH\d(l) = n-2n,neZ, /cos6= isin6 = o\ .

It is a consequence of the implicit function theorem that £lB is submanifold of

H. We note that indicatrices of different rotation number n are in different

components, and if v e Te£lB then v is a function that vanishes at the end

points and

(1) (v ,cosd)L2 = (v ,sin8)Ll = 0.

The two-dimensional collection of functionals A : H —* R given by

A(d) = j A • (cos 0, sin 0)      (7inR2,    • = dot product in R2 )

has QB as a zero level set. Letting JB = J\ a (J restricted to QB ) we can

write

V/(0) = VJB(6) + VA(0)

for some X.

Next we recall the duBois-Reymonds lemma: If / is a continuous function

and (f,v')L2 = 0 for all v vanishing at the end points and with continuous

derivative then / is constant. Indeed v(s) = /q(/(0 - j,f)dt is one such v

and v'(s) = f(s) - ¡j f so

0 = (v' + jf,v'\    =(v',v')i

This implies v   is zero so / is constant.

Introducing a = V/(0) and ß = VA(0) we have, on the one hand,

DJ(6)v = (a, v)H = (a , v')L2,

DA(6)v = (ß,v)H = (ß',v')L1

by the definition of the gradient.

On the other hand, computing the derivatives we get

DJ(d)v = (d' ,v')L2,

DA(6)v = -(X± • /, v)L2 = (Ax • (y - y(0)), v')L2

(the last equality follows from integration by parts, J_ indicates counter clock-

wise rotation by | ).

Putting things together:

(a  - 6', v')L2 =0,     (ß'-Xx.(y- y(0)) ,v'),2=0.
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These equalities are true for all v e TeH in particular for v 's with continuous

derivatives and vanishing at the end points. By the duBois-Reymonds lemma

we may conclude that

a(j) = 6(s) + es,    ß(s) = X. ■ f (y(t) - y(0)) dt + cs
Jo

for constants c and c. Also note that for 0 's in QB the end points are fixed

so q(1) = ß(l) = 0, and we arrive at

a(s) = d(s) - n • 2ns,    ß(s) = X,-\  y(t)dt.
Jo

Now X has to be chosen so that a - ß = V JB(6) e TgQ,B . By (1) this implies

// <*/ = // ßy   or after integration by parts

(2) jky = l(XL).

Here we have introduced the inertia tensor, ( det(I) -I-1 is known as the inertia

tensor [5])

\Ji*y Uy2J
which describes the mass distribution of y .

Since by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (¡txy) < f¡x • fry with equality if

and only if y is a scalar multiple of x we see that I is invertible for closed

curves. We have derived

Proposition (1.1). For 0 e ClB with if-2n = 6(l)

(i) V/(0) e TgH is given by VJ(d)(s) = 0(s) -n-2ns,

(ii) VA(0) e TeH is given by VA(0)(s) = X± ■ /* y(t) dt,

(iii) VJB(6) e TeilB is given by

VJB(d)(s) = 6(s) -n-2ns-rx (Íky) ■ f'y(t)dt.

Corollary (1.2). The flow equations associated with -V/B are

(i) Ïu7(i) = ~d-{s) + ̂ 2ns + C (S,kw7w) 'IIyJt)dt'

(ii)       ^s) = -kJs) + *-2x + C(lkwyw)-yJs)-

Proof of (1.2). (i) is immediate, (ii) follows from

d_ fde_\     d_ fdd\
ds \dw) ~ dw \ds) '

Remark. If we only assume /7 yw = 0 when w = 0 and instead assume yw (0)

fixed for all w (i.e. fixed initial point), then since

A_ (?LA = L (dJA
dw\ds)      ds \dw )
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we get

21m
dw

(s) = ((n ■ 2ns - 6w(s))yw(s) + j\kjt) - n • 2n)yw(t) dt)±

under -V/(0). In particular

£0>-(R
which offers some intuition for the quantity f¡ ky .

Under VA(0) we get

dy,
-^(s) = ((X± ■ jf* yw(t)dt)yw(s) - J\x± ■ yw(t))yw(t)dt)±

and

Since we want the curve to remain closed under -V/fl(0) we must have

dy dy

dw (1)

so for w = 0 we recover (2)

jky = j(X±-y)y = l(X1)

as expected.

2. Embeddedness

This section will be devoted to the following

Counterexample (2.1). The curve with indicatrix

( 0, 0<s<6r = sx,

- j¡(s - sx), sx < s < sx + 5nr = s2,

- jf(s - s2) - n, s2< s < s2 + 3nr = i3,

- j(s - s3) - 2n, 53 < s < s3 + nr = s4,

±(s-s4)-3n,

0(s)=\ j-r(s-s5)-2n,

±(s-s6)-n,

Tr(s-Sj)>

n
1 '
n-d(i-s),

{ n + 6(s-{),

s4<s <s4 + nr = s5,

s5<s<s5 + 3nr = s6,

s6<s<s6 + 5nr = s7,

Inrs7 < s < s7 + ¿f- = s¡

ss < s < \ ,

1 <s < I4 ^ J - 2 '

7 <S <  1,
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Figure 2.2

w*tn r = 2(24+43^) WM represent a unit speed, unit length closed embedded curve

that develops self-intersections under curve straightening. See Figure 2.2.

Lemma (2.3). Given an arbitrary indicatrix 0, the proper choice of initial point

in order to ensure centre of gravity at the origin is:

rl

(i) Jo     \smd(s)J

If y has n-rotational symmetry with 9(s) = n + 6(s - \)  (j < s < I) then

(ii)
...      i n (cosd(s)\,

m = -2Jo   {sine(s,))dS'

6(s) = n-6(\-s)  (\<s<\) then

(iü) 7(0) ■(•

If in addition y is symmetric with respect to the x-axis with
<i

0 \

¡¿sind(s)ds) ■

With the assumptions for (ii)

(iv) y(i) = -y(0).

Proof of (2.3). We only prove (i) explicitly. The proofs of (ii)-(iv) all involve

change of variables and use of symmetry properties of sin and cos.

(i) 0= /   y(s)ds = [sy(s)]x0-      sdy
Jo Jo

-rfi,-jfVM.i.->w-jr,.(;,*w
sin0(s)

ds.

Lemma (2.4). If the rotation number n = 1 and y has n-rotational symmetry

with 6(s) = n + 9(s - j), { < s < I, then the solution to the evolution equation

(1.2(i)) is given by

(i) ew(s) = (d(s)-2ns)e w + 2ns.

Also

(i>) M*)-* + M*-i) (i<5<l),
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And if y in addition is symmetric with respect to the x-axis with

0(5) = n-9(\-s)  (\ < s < \) then

(iü) ew(s) = n-6w(\-s).

Proof of (2.4). We begin by defining two subsets of QB corresponding to curves

with ^-rotational symmetry and also reflectional symmetry with respect to the

x-axis. Let Sn c ClB be the set of indicatrices with the property 0(5) = 71 +

8(s - j)  (\ < s < 1) and let Sr c Sn be the set of indicatrices also satisfying

0(5) = n - 9({ - s)     (\ < s < \).   We like to show that Sn  and Sr are

submanifolds of QB and that VJB(6) e TQSn if d e Sn and VJB(d) e TgSr

if 0 e Sr.
From this (ii) and (iii) follow immediately and (i) follows since

f k(s)y(s)ds= f y(s)dO(s)
Jo Jo

= 2ny(l)- f 0(s)y'(s)ds
Jo

= f (2ns-6(s))y'(s)ds,
Jo

j (2ns - e(s))y'(s)ds = j' h.n (s + ^j - 0 (s + ±X\ y (s + i) ds

fi
= -/   (2ns + n-(n + d(s)))y (s)ds

Jo

= - /   (2ns-6(s))y(s)ds
Jo

implies that the term I~ (f7ky) is zero in the evolution equation (1.2(i)). This

together with the fact that the needed symmetries are preserved, proves that

^(s) = -ejs) + 2ns

To prove that Sn and Sr are submanifolds we borrow the following argument

from Palais [6]. Since QB is a Riemannian manifold there is an exponential

map exp: V —> U mapping a neighborhood V of zero in TeQB diffeomorphi-

cally onto a neighborhood U of 0 in QB (geodesic normal coordinates). An

isometry will preserve the connection, therefore geodesies are taken to geodesies.

It follows that if (p : QB —> QB is such an isometry then </> o exp = exp o dtp.

Now let G be a group of such isometries and let

S = {9eQB\ <t>(0) = 0 for all <j> e G) ,

S = {ve TeQB I D<p(6)v = v for all <p e G) .

We claim that S nil = exp(5 n V) . Since S is a linear subspace and 0 is

arbitrary it follows that S is a submanifold. To prove the claim we let 0 be
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in Sn U and let exp(u) = 0 define v . Since e\p(d<p(6)v) = (expod<p(6))v =

(<p o exp)i> = 0(0) = 0 = exp(ti) implies that d<p(6)v = v for all <f> e G, the
claim follows. Next we define two maps

d(s+j)-7t 0<5<±,

0(5- j) + 7C \ <S< 1,

n-8(\-s) 0<s<\,

6$-s) $<S<1.

0(0)(5) = {— 2)-'í     "^2

Both are isometries of QB and we have the two groups Gn = {id,</>} = Z2

and Gr = {id, <\>, tp, <bxp) = Z2@Z2 with corresponding «S-sets Sn and Sr.

Now suppose v e Te£lB and in the first case v(s) = v(s-^) when s e(^,l]

and in the second case in addition v(s) = -v(\ - s) when 5 e (5,3]. The

equation 6w(s) = wv(s) + 6(s) defines a variation in SK if 0 is in Sn and in

Sr if 0 is in Sr. Also d6w/dw = v, so t; e rflSÄ in the first case and v e TeSr

in the second case. We finally note that VJB(d)(s) = d(s) - 2ns in both cases

which satisfies the relations for v given above in the respective cases.

Proof of (2.1). By examining Figure 2.2 we see that the curve is made up of

four similar pieces, each containing two straight line segments, six semicircles

(of radii r,3r, 5r) and a quarter of a circle (of radius Ir). It is clear the

curve is embedded. By Lemma 2.3(iii) the initial point is on the y-axis and by

Lemma 2.4 it will remain on the y-axis under the flow. By Lemma 2.3(iv) and

Lemma 2.4 yw(\) = -yw(0) so it suffices to show that for some positive flow

time w, y(0) is positive. This because initially y„,(0) is negative and by the

continuity of the flow there must exist a w such that yw(j) = yw(0).

To find such w we will use Lemma 2.3(iii) together with Lemma 2.4(i) and

integrate explicitly. We will express the initial point in terms of nine integrals,

with the relevant data:

r= 2(241 43»)'    «/^d+OzO,

I,(w) =        a.[cos(a,t,+x + ß,e~w) - cos(a,t, + ß,e~w)],

yw(0) = J2i,(w), t9=l-
1=0

fco = 'o = öo = °-

4

¡12 3 4 5 6 7 8
t. __L _L _i I J. ± ± 0
K< 5r ir r r ir Sr Ir

t¡ 6r tx + 5nr t2 + inr r3 + nr i4 + nr t5 + 3nr t6 + 5nr t-, + ^

e¡ 0 -n -In -In -lit -n 0 f

A tedious evaluation shows that yx (0) > 0 ( yx (0) « 0.029).
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3. Convexity

In this section we will establish

Counterexamples (3.1). There exist strictly convex curves that momentarily turn

nonconvex under curve straightening.

First we need a few results on iscoceles triangular curves.

yr(s)

Figure 3.3

Lemma (3.2). The one-parameter family of isocèles triangular curves

' (rR,s + r-±), 0<5< 1 -2r,

(i-(l-2r))((l-l)Ä,0)

+ (l-r-s)(R,A-l), l-2r<s<l-r,

{ (5-(l-r))(JR,l-i) + (l-5)((l-I)/?,0),    l-r<5<l,

with R = J r - \ and r e(\,\), (see Figure 3.3), have unit length and centre

of gravity at the origin.

Proof of'(3.2). yr parametrizes the isocèles triangular curves with corners at

(rR,r - \),(rR,\ - r) and ((r - 1)7?,0) (see Figure 3.3) so each curve has

unit length. Also, the centre of gravity of a line segment is at the mid point and

therefore the centre of gravity of the triangles is

2r
(r- l)R + rR

+ (1 -2r)rR = 0

in x and by symmetry 0 in y.

Remark. The quantity /; ky = f, yd9, (¿ /7 ydO is known as Steiner's curva-

ture centroid [7]), still makes sense for polygonal curves, the latter integral
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in Stieltjes sense.   Also note that since  yr  is symmetric around the x-axis

f,ydd = f[xy = 0 so the term

r1 (M-r'(M
simplifies to (f, xdd/ f, x2,0)

Lemma (3.4). With yr as in Lemma 3.2 and R = J r - \

(i)  j xdd = 2R (nr - arceos ( y - 1J j ,

(ii)   /V = Wr2(l-2r) + y(3r2-3r+l)

Proof of (3.4). (i) With <p as in Figure 3.3 we get, since 0 is constant except at

the corners,

i xd6 = (n-2q>)(r- 1)7? + 2 U + ^) rR = 2R (nr - arceos (y - 1 j j .

Here we have used r sin tp = i - r and standard trigonometric identities.2

(ii) Using the parametrization in Lemma 3.2

"1_2r    2 2  2

x (s)ds = R r(l -2r),
'o/'Jo

j    x2(s)ds = R2j1^  ^s-(l-r) + (l-s)[l--^j   ds

R2r-(3r2-3r+l),

•1     „ rl-2r
f     2 f _¿      2 Í 2

x (s)ds = x (s) ds + 2 /     x (s) ds.
Jo Jo J\-r

Remark. Since convex curves are characterized by having nonnegative signed

curvature, and since the evolution equation is (Corollary 1.2(ii))

^(s) = -kjs) + 2;r + C (lkwYw) ■ Yjs)

we see that at points where kw(s) = 0 it is of interest to compare the last term

with -2n.

Lemma (3.5). For yr as in Lemma 3.2 we have

Km (r1 (JYrde) -JV(1 -')) = f(-2*)-

Proof of'(3.5). Using Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4 with R = J r - \ we get

«■» (r'(/V*W(i-)) = "» 2frarccos(¿-1))(r~1)J?

= \(-2n).

2r) + lf(3r2-3r+l))
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- perpendicular

. as radius

-vertical line segment

Figure 3.6

Proof of (3.1). The strategy of the proof is now clear. We will fix an r0 such

that
T-i//-    \       ,.       .     8.GMyro(l-r0) = 1(-2n).

Next we will consider a sequence of convex curves yn , with corresponding

indicatrices 0  € Í2D , on each of which the curvature is bounded away from 0
n ts '

except for a vertical line segment across the negative x-axis, with the property

y -»y   pointwise. We will then show that for large n 's

I (/u,)-yA)<^(-2*)-
Here 5 is the parameter corresponding to the point where the line segment in-

tersects the negative x-axis. Fixing one such n = n0 we will have the curvature

bounded away from zero except on the line segment. Also §^(s„o) < 0 for yn¡¡

at a point where the curvature is zero. It follows that if we follow the gradient

trajectory in negative flow time we will instantly find a strictly convex curve

whose trajectory will pass through yn and then (at least momentarily) through

nonconvex curves. Notice that the right-hand side of the evolution equation

(Corollary 1.2(ii)) is constant for the parameters corresponding to the vertical

line segment (xn(s) is constant).

The only thing left to prove is the existence of such sequence yn and that

the relevant quantities converge to the corresponding quantities for yro.

The sequence we will consider will be built by circular arcs together with the

vertical line segment across the negative x-axis. Starting from the triangular

curve yr we mark off the distance ¿ on each leg from the upper corner. Next

we drop perpendiculars and note that the intersection will give the center for

a circle tangent to the legs at the two marks. Do the same thing for the lower

corner and for the corner on the x-axis we move the point of tangency a distance

- away from the corner which leaves room for the vertical line segment across

the negative x-axis (see Figure 3.6).
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Note that for some of the parameters corresponding the three other line seg-

ments the curvature will increase rather than decrease. For instance the param-

eters corresponding to the vertical line segment across the positive x-axis will

have this property. In this case following the gradient trajectory in negative

flow time would not necessarily provide strictly convex curves. To avoid this

problem we now describe how to replace these line segments with large circu-

lar arcs. We denote the length of the upper circular arc by ln we will cut off

a piece of length IJn at each end and again draw perpendiculars to find the

center of the increasingly large circular arcs connecting the little circular arcs.

The given sequence will converge pointwise to yr and composing with the two

homeomorphisms, scaling and translation, will produce a unit length sequence

with centres of gravity at the origin which also converges pointwise to yr .

Next we turn our attention to the corresponding indicatrices 6n . They will

converge pointwise to 6r (and since they correspond to closed curves we know

that f, cos 6n = f, sin 6n = 0 ). Since

/  K(s)xn(s)ds= I (2ns - 6n(s)) cos6n(s)ds
Jo Jo

an application of the bounded convergence theorem will show convergence of
1       ~)

this quantity, similarly for J0 xn (s) ds. Since the latter is not converging to

zero the quotient of the two will converge to the corresponding quotient for yr .

Finally we note that by rotating the curves | the symmetry gives us sn = \,

and we have shown convergence of all the relevant quantities.

Remark. It should be pointed out that these curves are hard to visualize because

they are extremely thin and the curvature is concentrated to very small portions

of the curves.

4. Example

We now give an example of (see Figure 4.1 ) the actual flow along the gradient

trajectory of the curve in §2. Note that we used a different scale after the first

eight curves. There is no problem implementing this since the symmetry allows

for an explicit solution of the evolution equation. The flow time interval for the

first eight pictures is 0.1 . There are other, not as symmetric, examples with the

same characteristic spirals that also develop self-intersections under the flow.

Figure 4.1
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G3)   G=0 0=0 0=0

0-0    0-0   CO

oo co=o c=o

O O
Figure 4.1 (continued)
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